PERSPECTIVES IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

Founded in 1957. Recognizes that the roots of medical theory reach into all biology. Present-day research largely analyzes ever smaller systems. Splinter sciences have developed. Their journals preoccupy themselves with data and exclude interpretation needed to formulate hypotheses for a multi-disciplined approach to the problems of biology and medicine. PERSPECTIVES offers original essays, editorial comment, letters to the editor, regular book reviews. Edited by D. J. Ingle and S. O. Waite.


Quarterly. One year, $7.00

THE BULLETIN OF MATHEMATICAL BIOPHYSICS

Founded in 1939. Devoted to research on the physicomathematical foundations of biology. Also covers any other mathematical study in physics or borderline fields that points to a direct connection with biological problems. Edited by Nicolas Rashevsky.


Quarterly. One year, $10.00

CANCER RESEARCH

Founded in 1941. Official organ of the American Association for Cancer Research. Sponsored further by The Anna Fuller Fund; The Jane Coffin Childs Memorial Fund; The Elsa U. Pardee Foundation; The American Cancer Society; the National Cancer Institute, Public Health Service. Presents medical investigation in all aspects of cancer phenomena. Edited by Harold F. Rusch.


Monthly, except March. One year, $15.00

Write for prices for foreign subscriptions and further information.
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